Action prediction aims to infer the category of an action before it is fully executed. It is a challenging task since neither sufficient discriminative information nor the definite progress state of action can be obtained in an incomplete video. In this paper, we propose a novel double-layer learning framework for predicting the category of action from partial observations. Particularly, in the first layer of the framework, an unsupervised semantic reasoning method is presented for exploiting semantic information of an input incomplete video as well as inferring the future semantic information using the prior knowledge provided by training full videos. In the second layer of the framework, a discriminative action prediction model introduces a latent variable to indicate the progress state of the input video and captures the relationship among the actions, video observations, the semantic information, and the latent progress state for predicting the action label of the input video. Extensive experimental results on UT-I #1, UT-I #2, and UCF Sports datasets demonstrate the superiority of our method in predicting actions at the early stage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Analysis of human actions in videos is considered one of the hot issues in the computer vision community. In the past decade, many research studies [1] - [7] have been carried out on distinguishing different actions after they are fully executed. However, in some real-world scenarios [8] , [9] , there is an expectation that categories of actions can be predicted at the early stage. Take the intelligent surveillance system for example, it is hoped to perceive abnormal activities as soon as possible with the purpose of avoiding serious consequences. Likewise, a nurse assistant robot is desired to predict the fall action when it observes that an old man is losing balance so that it can help him or her before any damage is actually caused.
The scope of this paper lies in predicting unfinished actions using temporally incomplete observations. Unlike traditional action recognition methods that take complete videos The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Gianluigi Ciocca .
including full details as input, action prediction methods aim to infer the action category according to partial semantic information extracted from the beginning of an action. Incomplete semantic information and unknown observation ratio of actions pose great challenges for accurate action prediction.
Recently, there have been a lot of attempts to investigate the benefits of exploiting concepts with semantic information. To this end, some literatures [2] , [3] , [10] analyze the characteristics of activities and explicitly define some low-level atomic actions. Another strategy [6] , [11] - [13] is to exploit the underlying motion units of actions with some similarity based preprocessing operations such as clustering algorithms [14] , [15] and shot boundary detection [16] , [17] . In action prediction task, it is common that the unobserved contents include some key semantic concepts for discriminating an action. Consider, for example, a partially observed video including the beginning of a handshake. In this video, two men are stretching out one of their hands and walking towards each other. Deficiency of observations related to VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. The overview of our framework. In the first layer, a group of semantic concepts is generated using training videos with full observations. The unsupervised semantic reasoning method extracts underlying concepts in partially observed videos and infers the unobserved future concepts according to the contextual relationship among concepts. Then, an incomplete video is represented as a sequence composed of observed and inferred concepts.
In the second layer, the latent discriminative action prediction model jointly learns the relationship among actions, observed concepts (color bars without slashes), inferred concepts (color bars with slashes), latent progress states, and video observations. During testing, the model is able to automatically predict the action label of an input incomplete video.
shaking hands makes it difficult to predict the category of this action. However, the sequential context available in full videos provides us with the knowledge that the two men are very likely to shake hands after they come closer to each other. In other words, unknown semantic concepts of future observations can be inferred according to the prior contextual information and help us to better understand the action in an incomplete video. Another challenge in action prediction is that neither the observation ratio nor the definite progress state is available for a partially observed video. In fact, this temporal information provides important cues for recognizing an action in an incomplete video, since different action instances may vary a lot in temporal evolutions. Therefore, automatic analysis of the temporal progress of a partially observed video is beneficial for accurate action prediction.
Motivated by the above discussions, we propose a novel double-layer action prediction framework. In the first layer, an unsupervised semantic mining method is proposed for extracting underlying semantic concepts in a partially observed video and automatically inferring the unobserved future semantic concepts. Unlike previous methods that explicitly define or annotate semantic concepts, the proposed semantic reasoning method learns a group of data-driven generated concepts shared among different actions using training videos with full observations, and captures the contextual relationship among concepts by a General Mixture Transform Distribution (GMTD) model [18] for semantic reasoning of unobserved concepts. In order to determine the number of semantic concepts to be inferred, an adaptive inference termination strategy is designed by introducing a specific semantic concept. In the second layer, we develop a discriminative action prediction model with a latent variable indicating the progress state of an incomplete video. The discriminative action prediction model infers action categories by learning the relationship among actions, observed concepts, inferred concepts, latent progress states, and video observations. In particular, the inferred concepts are treated differently from the observed concepts so that they have different contributions to the final prediction. During training, the temporal progress state is treated as a latent variable since its ground-truth is unavailable. In testing, the temporal progress state is automatically inferred together with the action category. The overview of our framework is depicted in Fig. 1 .
The main contributions of this paper include:
• A novel double-layer framework which achieves accurate action prediction by exploiting underlying semantics and analyzing temporal progress of incomplete videos.
• An unsupervised semantic reasoning method which extracts data-driven generated semantic concepts in an incomplete video and infers the unobserved future semantic concepts according to the contextual relationship among concepts.
• A latent discriminative action prediction model that indicates the progress state of an incomplete video with a latent variable and accomplishes precise recognition of actions by jointly learning the relationship among actions, observed concepts, inferred concepts, latent progress states, and video observations. This paper is an extension of our previous work [19] . These extensions include: a refined double-layer learning framework for action prediction; a new discriminative action prediction model with latent variables; a new scheme of video representations; and more experimental results on three datasets.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The next section reviews relevant literatures. Section III explains the main idea of the proposed double-layer action prediction framework. Section IV is a fine description of the unsupervised semantic mining approach which extracts semantic concepts from an incomplete video as well as inferring the following concepts in the near future. Section V devotes to the proposed discriminative action prediction model with latent variables. Section VI presents experimental studies for verifying the proposed method and Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Action prediction is a challenging problem due to deficiency of some important semantic information and the indefinite temporal progress of a partially observed video. The pioneer work of action prediction can be traced to [8] . Ryoo [8] defined action prediction task as an inference of the ongoing action given temporally incomplete observations, and designed the Integral Bag-of-Words (IBoW) and Dynamic Bag-of-Words (DBoW) methods to handle the action prediction problem. More generally, Cao et al. [20] aimed to recognize partially observed videos, in which the unobserved subsequence may occur at any time. They employed sparse coding to learn the bases of video segments, and calculated a global posterior of actions by integrating action likelihoods of video segments. Xu et al. [21] analogized action prediction to the problem of query auto-completion in information retrieval, and developed an activity auto-completion model treating a partially observed video and a full video as a prefix and a query, respectively. Hu et al. [22] developed a soft regression-based model to predict unfinished actions recorded in RGB-D sequences. Wang et al. [23] proposed a temporally-weighted generalized time warping algorithm to align an incomplete action video with a full action video. Their method is derived from the original generalized time warping algorithm and can deal with the action prediction problem by encouraging alignment in the early part of an action video. Kong et al. [24] designed deep sequential context networks which enrich the feature representations of partial videos by transferring abundant sequential context information from full videos. Unlike [8] , [20] - [24] which infer action category directly from low-level features or transformed features, our method explores underlying semantic concepts in an unsupervised manner and learns a latent action prediction model incorporating the relationship among low-level features, semantic concepts, actions, and latent progress states.
Besides, deep learning has achieved success in many fields including action analysis domain, and a variety of deep networks [25] - [32] are developed to learn discriminative features directly from the raw data. One critical issue is how to effectively describe the temporal structure of actions. Donahue et al. [27] proposed a recurrent convolutional network to learn long-term dependencies of concepts. Zhao et al. [30] , Xu et al. [31] utilized vector of locally aggregated descriptor to encode local descriptors for final video representations. Different from after-the-fact action recognition task, action prediction methods require to forecast the category at the beginning stage of action. Ma et al. [33] added two explicit constraints in training Long Short Term Memory models so that to better capture the progression patterns of actions. Vondrick et al. [34] achieved action prediction by constructing deep networks to forecast visual representations of future frames. In their work, a large number of unlabeled videos downloaded from the web are introduced into the training of deep networks. Singh et al. [35] developed a deep learning framework for spatiotemporal action localization and early prediction. Two Single Shot Multi-Box Detector convolutional neural networks are trained separately from RGB images and optical flow images to obtain a set of detection boxes. Action prediction is achieved by building action-specific tubes in an incremental fashion. Yu et al. [36] utilized two-stream 3D CNN neural networks to extract present features from RGB frames and optical flow data, and developed an improved Variantial Auto-Encoder model to learn the future high influenced features. Guo et al. [37] designed a deep residual learning framework, in which the missing information of partial videos can be obtained by learning from features of complete ones. Kong et al. [38] proposed an adversarial action prediction network to learn discriminative features of partial videos using abundant sequential context information in full videos. Liu et al. [39] dealt with the online action prediction problem using a scale selection network that is able to predict the ongoing action at each frame. Wang et al. [40] designed an end-to-end architecture which utilizes the generative adversarial network to narrow the difference between features from partially observed videos and complete videos. The above methods achieve action prediction by learning present or future features with descriptive ability from a large amount of data. In contrast to these works, our method focuses on extracting mid-level semantics from partial videos and training a latent action prediction model with relatively small data.
In recent years, some literatures also deal with action prediction problem by exploiting hierarchical semantic information. Lan et al. [41] built a coarse-to-fine hierarchical description for short video clips or still images including incomplete actions. Different layers of the hierarchical description indicate actions at different semantic levels by introducing extra annotations, such as human bounding boxes in frames and motion tracks across multiple frames. Li et al. [42] , [43] decomposed an incomplete long-duration activity into a set of action units based on motion velocity curve that is not so robust to noise, especially in complex outdoor scene. Kong and Fu [44] , Kong et al. [45] proposed a multiple temporal scale support vector machine that integrates global progress model and local progress model to learn the evolution of actions. In their method, a full action video is divided into a fixed number of segments, each of which indicates a temporal progress of the action and is associated with a local progress model. During testing, their method utilizes the temporal progress of a testing video, which is actually not available.
III. ACTION PREDICTION FRAMEWORK
This work aims to infer the action category y of an input video X that only includes the beginning of an action. To this end, we develop a novel double-layer action prediction framework. The first layer is an unsupervised semantic reasoning method which extracts underlying semantic concepts by taking advantages of the training full videos and achieves automatic inference of future concepts in terms of the temporal context of concepts. Unlike supervised semantic mining methods that explicitly define or annotate some atomic actions according to the characteristics of actions, our method doesn't utilize any supervision information of action category and is able to extract a group of underlying concepts shared among different actions. The second layer is a latent discriminative structural model which predicts the action category according to semantic concepts extracted in the first layer, the progress state of the input video, and the video features. It can be observed that, the temporal progress of an incomplete action execution is an important cue for action prediction, but it is unavailable since we don't know when the ongoing action will finish. Therefore, the proposed model treats the progress state of the input video as a latent variable and automatically infers it during both training and testing.
In particular, an input video X is divided into a series of video segments described by appearance features and motion features. Concretely, Convolutional Neural Network [46] is applied to each frame, and output of the second fully connected layer (fc7) is adopted for image representation. Mean CNN feature of frames within a segment constitutes its appearance representation x cnn , and the global appearance representation x gloCNN of video X is constructed in a similar way. Besides, a set of Improved Dense Trajectories (IDT) [5] are extracted from video X and each trajectory is described by the Motion Boundary Histogram (MBH) descriptor. Motion representation x mbh of a segment is calculated by a Bag-of-Words model according to MBH descriptors of trajectories across this segment. Similarly, the global motion representation x gloMBH of video X is computed using MBH descriptors of all trajectories. The global representation x glo of video X is obtained by concatenating x gloCNN and x gloMBH , and the representation x of a video segment is obtained by concatenating the corresponding appearance feature x cnn and motion feature x mbh . Finally, video X is represented as X = x glo , {x t } t=1:T , where T is the number of segments and is proportional to the video length.
IV. UNSUPERVISED SEMANTIC MINING APPROACH
In the first layer of our action prediction framework, we propose an unsupervised semantic reasoning approach that represents an incomplete video X as a sequence of semantic represents a full video and N indicates the number of full videos in dataset D full . These videos are adopted to explore semantic concepts shared among different actions in an unsupervised manner. As introduced in the previous section, video X full n is divided into T n segments {x full n,t } t=1:T n described with CNN features and MBH features. Clustering algorithm is employed to group all segments {x full n,t } n=1:N ,t=1:T n into K clusters, each of which indicates a concept with underlying semantic meaning such as a certain motion unit. Then, a video segment is associated to one semantic concept in the light of its cluster assignment, and incomplete video X can be expressed as a concise sequence of observed semantic concepts
. . , s O p by merging identical semantic concepts of neighboring segments, where p is the number of concepts in S O . Finally, unobserved semantic concepts of incomplete video X are inferred with a General Mixture Transform Distribution (GMTD) model [18] , which is a variation of the high-order Markov model. The overview of the proposed unsupervised semantic mining approach is demonstrated in Fig. 3 .
Suppose that there are K semantic concepts in total, the L-order Markov model requires K L (K − 1) parameters to capture the context relationship among concepts, while the GMTD model needs LK (K − 1) + L − 1 parameters by assuming that the effects of nodes with different lags are considered separately. The transform matrices of the GMTD model g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g L are obtained with statistics on all the semantic concept sequences S O n n=1:N of full action videos in D full . And the weights of different orders λ = λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ L are computed through Eq. 1.
where δ is set to a constant value. In the GMTD model, g l i,j indicates the possibility of semantic concept i transforming to semantic concept j in order l. Given 
A key issue is when and how to finish the inference of future semantic concepts. In order to achieve automatic termination of semantic reasoning, an extra semantic concept s end is introduced into the GMTD model. In our implementation, the future semantic concept is inferred one by one and the semantic reasoning stops in the following two states:
• The last inferred concept is s end . • The length of S U goes beyond the limit L max , which is an empirical parameter defined in advance.
V. LATENT DISCRIMINATIVE STRUCTURAL MODEL
In the second layer of our framework, a novel latent discriminative structural model is proposed to distinguish different actions at their early stage without any explicit information of the temporal progress. Actually, the temporal progress of an action is of great importance for differentiating its category. Accordingly, a progress state variable is introduced into the proposed model to indicate the temporal progress level of an ongoing action. This progress state variable is treated as a latent variable and is automatically inferred during both training and testing since its ground-truth is unavailable. The proposed model jointly captures the relationship among video features, semantic concepts, actions, and temporal progress states in view of the fact that one action may present diverse characteristics and express various semantics at different progress states. Furthermore, observed semantic concepts and inferred semantic concepts act differently in the proposed model and have different influences on the final classification.
A. MODEL FORMULATION
The semantic reasoning approach in the first layer of the framework explores underlying semantic concepts of a partially observed video X and expresses X as a triple
. . , s U p+q indicate the global video representation, the observed semantic concept sequence, and the inferred semantic concept sequence, respectively. Our latent action prediction model makes decisions according to a discriminative compatibility function defined as
The function f (X , y) is able to evaluate how compatible action y is suited to video X by the model parameter w and a joint feature vector (x glo , S O , S U , h, y) which formulates the relationship among video observations x glo , observed semantic concept sequence S O , inferred semantic concept sequence S U , latent progress state variable h, and action y as
Details on each term of Eq. 4 are discussed below. The first potential function α T φ(x glo , h, y) evaluates the compatibility of annotating an incomplete video x glo as action y, assuming that its temporal progress state is h. Concretely, α T φ(x glo , h, y) is formulated as a standard linear function of the global video representation x glo :
Since the motion and appearance features of an action can change over time, it is beneficial to learn a separate template α y,h for action y in progress state h.
The second potential function β T ϕ(S O , y) captures the correlation between an observed semantic concept sequence S O and action y by modeling the co-occurrence relationships of two adjacent semantic concepts. In our model, β T ϕ(S O , y) is parameterized by where s O p indicates the last semantic concept in S O .
B. LEARNING
As the action prediction task takes videos including incomplete actions as input, we have to collect a set of partially observed videos to learn the model parameter w = {α; β; γ }. In view of this, a training dataset D = X n,ρ , S O n,ρ , S U n,ρ , y n n=1:N ,ρ∈{0.1,0.2,...,0.9} for action prediction is constructed using a full action dataset D full = X full n , y n n=1:N . Particularly, the observation ratio ρ varies from 0.1 to 0.9 with interval of 0.1, so that nine incomplete videos {X n,ρ } ρ∈{0.1,0.2,...,0.9} are derived from a full video X full n and share the action label y n . Like testing videos, each training video X n,ρ is represented by its global feature x glo n,ρ and is associated with a sequence of observed semantic concepts S O n,ρ and a sequence of inferred semantic concepts S U n,ρ using the semantic reasoning method in the first layer of our framework.
In the training phase, the temporal progress h n,ρ of an incomplete training video X n,ρ is unknown and treated as a latent variable. Thus the Latent Structural SVM framework [47] is employed and formulates the optimization problem as min w 1 2 where ξ n,ρ and ζ n,ρ are slack variables of SVM, and (y, y n ) is a loss function evaluating the cost of classifying a video with ground-truth y n to action y. Concretely, (y, y n ) = 1 if y = y n , and 0 otherwise. The optimization problem defined in Eq. 8 is solved under two constraints. The first one is a standard SVM max margin constraint optimizing w by classifying training videos to the correct action category. Generally speaking, it is more difficult to recognize an incomplete video with low observation ratio than to recognize an incomplete video with high observation ratio. In view of this, the loss function of video X n,ρ is scaled by its observation ratio ρ, so that misclassification of a video with high observation ratio can result in more serious consequences than a video with low observation ratio.
The second constraint enforces that α T φ(x glo , y) increases monotonically for sequentially arriving videos.
The non-convex bundle optimization algorithm [48] is employed to solve the optimization problem defined in Eq. 8. Concretely, Eq. 8 can be rewritten as Eq. 9 by substituting the two constraints into the objective function.
where P n,ρ , Q n,ρ , and R n,ρ are defined by
The optimization algorithm iteratively builds an accurate piecewise quadratic approximation to O(w). At each iteration, the subgradient is calculated by
[ (x glo n,ρ , S O n,ρ , S U n,ρ , h * n,ρ , y * n,ρ )
− (x glo n,ρ , S O n,ρ , S U n,ρ , h n,ρ , y n )]
where (y * n,ρ , h * n,ρ ), (y # n,ρ , h # n,ρ ), and h n,ρ are solutions to P n,ρ (w), Q n,ρ (w), and R n,ρ (w), respectively.
C. INFERENCE
The purpose of model inference is to determine the action category of an incomplete video X along with its global features x glo , observed concept sequence S O , and inferred concept sequence S U . As discussed in Section V-A, the inference process is equivalent to solving the optimization problem defined by
This problem in essence involves using the learned parameter w to obtain a solution. In our implementation, it is solved by enumerating all possible values of the action y and the progress state h. The complexity of solving the optimization problem in Eq. 14 is O (Y (H + p + q) ), where Y indicates the number of actions, H represents the number of latent progress states, p is the length of observed semantic concept sequence, and q is the length of inferred semantic concept sequence.
VI. EXPERIMENTS A. HUMAN ACTION DATASETS AND EXPERIMENT SETUP
Three action datasets are employed to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
The UT-Interaction dataset [49] including the UT-Interaction Set 1 (UT-I #1) and the UT-Interaction Set 2 (UT-I #2) were constructed to analyze complex activities involving two persons. These datasets contain six actions, namely, shakehands, hug, kick, point, punch, and push, and ten executions of each action are recorded. In general, the UT-I #2 dataset was captured in dynamic background and with a lot of camera jitters. Thus the UT-I #2 dataset is more difficult compared to the UT-I #1 dataset. We conduct experiments with a 10-fold leave-one-out cross-validation evaluation strategy [8] and report the average recognition accuracy of 10 folds. Fig. 4 depicts some examples of actions in these datasets.
The UCF Sports dataset [50] includes 150 broadcast sports videos of ten different types of actions, namely, dive, golfswing, kick, lift, horseback-ride, run, skate, swing bench, swing side, and walk. It is a challenging dataset for action prediction since the videos were captured in dynamic and cluttered environments. This dataset is further partitioned into VOLUME 7, 2019 a training set and a testing set following Lan et al. [51] and Wang et al. [23] . Experimental results on this dataset are the average results of all testing videos. Example snapshots of ten actions from the UCF Sports dataset are shown in Fig. 5 .
Our method starts with dividing each video to a series of fixed-length segments including 10 adjacent frames. A video segment is then represented by a Convolutional Neural Network [46] and a Bag-of-Words model of the MBH features [5] with 1600 visual words. In order to extract CNN features, we resize video frames to 227 × 227 and adopt the BAIR Reference CaffeNet [52] which is an AlexNet trained on ILSVRC 2012. This model is composed of 5 convolution layers, 3 full connected layers, and 1 softmax layer. Next, the unsupervised semantic reasoning method associates each segment with a semantic concept using fuzzy c-means [15] , [53] . The order L of GMTD model is set to 3. The parameter L max for terminating semantic reasoning is also set to 3, stipulating that the length of an inferred semantic concept sequence cannot go beyond 3.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Our method is compared with state-of-the-art methods [20] , [21] , [23] , [40] , [44] , [45] , [54] on the UT-Interaction dataset including UT-I #1 and UT-I #2. Results listed in Table 1 demonstrate that our method achieves better performance over the previous methods on both half and full video observations. We further compare our method with the existing methods on the UT-I #1 and UT-I #2 datasets separately, and prediction results at different observation ratios are summarized in Fig. 6 . It is important to note that all the methods shown in Fig. 6 utilize a 10-fold leave-one-out cross-validation evaluation strategy [8] for fair comparison. Overall, our method significantly outperforms Dynamic BoW (DBOW) [8] , MSSC [20] , TGTW-D and TGTW [23] , MTSSVM [45] , MMAPM [44] , AAC [21] , and the work of Ke et al. [54] at all observation ratios on the UT-I #1 dataset. As for the UT-I #2 dataset, the proposed method exceeds most of the comparison methods, and achieves comparable performance to the state-of-the-art method of Ke et al. [54] . Specifically, our method achieves competitive prediction results, i.e., 96.7% on the UT-I #1 dataset and 90% on the UT-I #2 dataset, when only the first half of videos are observed, demonstrating its superiority in discriminating actions according to their beginning parts. More encouragingly, our method makes an improvement of about 5% on both datasets compared to the state-of-the-art method at observation ratio 0.1.
We also compare our method with MSSC [20] , TGTW-D and TGTW [23] on the UCF Sports dataset. The prediction accuracies of the four methods are shown in Fig. 7 . We can see that our method significantly outperforms all the other comparison methods, especially when the observation ratio is less than 0.5, which strongly confirms its superiority in predicting actions at their early stage. Concretely, our method achieves 70.2% and 87.2% at observation ratio 0.1 and 0.5, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , our method is able to recognize most of the testing videos only using the first half observations, then the recognition accuracy remains stable with the increase of observation ratio. Similarly, curves of other methods, such as AAC [21] and the method of Ke et al. [54] , also increase slowly after observation ratio 0.5. One possible reason is that key semantic concepts can be captured and inferred with the first half observations, since most actions begin when observation ratio is 0.1-0.3.
In order to further discuss the possible reasons of misrecognition, several examples of our prediction results at different observation ratios are demonstrated in Fig. 8 . Most of the recognition errors occur at the beginning of actions due to the lack of discriminative information and the ambiguity of early motion. Take the first video for example, our method cannot capture informative action information from the first 10% observations and thus misrecognizes the action as shakehands. The second video is predicted as kick at observation ratios 0.1 and 0.3, since the man on the left moves forward quickly before he punches. Likewise, judging from the body posture, the man seems to be playing golf at the beginning of the third video. When the observation ratio is increased to 0.5, more discriminative information is observed and our method can recognize the action correctly. 
C. DISCUSSION OF PARAMETERS
In this section, we discuss how two important parameters affect the performance of the proposed method. Firstly, we conduct experiments on the UT-I #1 dataset to evaluate the influence of the number of semantic concepts by varying it from 20 to 70 with an interval of 5. Fig. 9 depicts the performance of our method under different numbers of concepts. From Fig. 9 , it is observable that the overall performance of our method first raises slightly with the increase of concept number, which means the semantic information of videos is better expressed with more concepts. However, employing more concepts is not effective when the number of concepts is relatively large. Particularly, the recognition accuracy of utilizing 70 concepts is the lowest among all settings.
Then we investigate the performance of our method with different numbers of latent progress states. Concretely, the number of possible values for variable h in Eq. 3 is set to 2 and 3, respectively, and the recognition results at different observation ratios are summarized in Fig. 10 . It is observable that our method performs differently on the three datasets. From Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) , we can see that our method achieves satisfactory performance with two latent states on both UT-I #1 and UT-I #2 datasets. However, as shown in Fig. 10(c) , two latent states are not enough on the UCF sports dataset, and employing three latent states can better fit the complex and drastic actions. For example, a video of action ''dive'' has more complex temporal structure than a video of action ''point'', and thus requires more progress states to describe the motion patterns.
D. RUNNING TIME
Our code is executed on a laptop with a 2.4 GHz Intel CPU, a 12 GB memory, and a NVIDIA GTX860M GPU.
The average test time for videos on the UT-Interaction dataset is 19.11s, including 19.09s for feature extraction, 0.01s for semantic reasoning, and 0.01s for action prediction. Table 2 compares our method with two existing methods in terms of running time. As shown in Table 2 , our method is more efficient than TGTW and costs more time than [54] . 
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper deals with the challenging problem of discriminating different actions that have not yet been fully executed. We have presented an effective learning framework for recognizing actions from partially observed videos. The unsupervised semantic mining method in the first layer of the framework extracts underlying semantic concepts from a partially observed video, as well as inferring a series of unobserved future semantic concepts. The action prediction model in the second layer of the framework recognizes actions by exploiting the relationship among actions, video features, the semantic concepts, and a latent progress state variable. Experiments on UT-I #1, UT-I #2, and UCF Sports datasets have demonstrated the superiority of our method in predicting the category of unfinished actions, especially at their early stage.
